
Pulp Clamp

Pulp Clamp - There are lots of various lift truck accessories that can be used to make forklifts far more effective. Snowplow
attachments could be mounted onto the front part of a lift truck. A scoop bucket can be useful when the task requires moving soil,
sand, snow, or gravel. A double block handler permits the individual operating the forklift to pick up a couple of loads and pile them
side-by-side. Many of these accessories are really ideal for light to medium duty work.

Another lift truck attachment is the package lift clamp, which can lift and move very heavy pallets. Moreover, pallet crane forks could
be used so as to carry and move pallets with an overhead crane. A drum clamp accessory is useful for transporting very heavy
drums from one place to another without having to use a pallet. Lift truck mounted hoppers enable materials to be moved and
dumped with out having to handle it by hand. These hoppers are self dumping when the bumper is released.

There are even accessories obtainable that could transform the lift truck right into a commercial broom or mop. Such accessories
are ideal for cleaning boat docks, warehouse floors and parking lots. Lift truck mounted platforms come outfitted with dual entry
doors and could be hooked up to be able to transport workers from one area to another. The mounted platform attachment is nice
for reaching parts which can be hard to access, specifically when you have merchandise or things stored in out of the way areas or
way up high.

It is a versatile alternative to put in forklift accessories that can instantly transform a forklift truck right into a mobile crane unit. This
particular equipment is extremely useful when it comes to maneuvering loads that could be uneven or difficult. This accessory can
either be telescopic, mounted on the carriage itself, or be connected or forklift mounted.


